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President Barroso congratulates Prime Minister Julia Gillard 
European Commission President Jose Manuel Barroso sent the 
following message to Prime Minister Gillard: 
 
"Dear Prime Minister, 
I would like to congratulate you on your reappointment as Prime 
Minister of Australia and wish you every success in the exercise of 
your mandate. 
I look forward to working with you and your government as we 
continue to strengthen the important bilateral relationship between the 
European Union and Australia. Close cooperation between the 
European Union and Australia will be essential if we are to 
successfully meet the global challenges we are faced with, none being 
more pressing than climate change. Both the European Union and 
Australia also have a responsibility to ensure a positive outcome in the 
WTO Doha Development Agenda negotiations and that the G20 
Summit in Seoul contributes to the goal of restoring strong, 
sustainable and balanced growth in the world economy. 
I look forward to making your acquaintance at an early opportunity. 

[read more] 

Big Ideas: the European Union, a community of interests?

What are some of the challenges that the European Union and indeed Europe, are facing in an era of 
deep changes, and economic turmoil?  For instance, what's the situation of the Euro, what about the 
integration of countries with complex political and religious backgrounds, what about the threat of 
terrorism and Europe's relationship with the rest of the world?   These questions were put to a panel 
of Australian and Spanish journalists at the Instituto Cervantes in Sydney on 7 September, with teh 
EU Ambassador, David Daly, as special guest.  The forum was broadcast on the ABC's Big Ideas 
program last weekend. 

Panel participants were Guillermo Altares, Editor of Elpais.com ; Peter Charley, Executive 
Producer Dateline, SBS TV; Jane Hutcheon, Host of ABC News 24's new interview program One 
Plus One and Saturday Mornings with Jane Hutcheon; and Thomas Morton,Associate Professor of 
Journalism, University of Technology, Sydney.  Link to broadcast

European Union offers earthquake help to New Zealand

Christchurch, NZ's second largest city, suffered a major earthquake on 
Saturday 4 September. The European Union offered New 
Zealand assistance that same day.  Foreign Minister Murray 
McCully confirmed shortly afterwards that NZ should be able to cope 
with the aftermath of the earthquake with its own resources.   No 
injuries to EU nationals were reported. Prime Minister John Key, 
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who was forced to cancel his upcoming visit to the UK and France 
because of the tragedy, thanked the EU, the UK, Spain, the Netherlands and others for their support 
after Monday's cabinet meeting. 
  
Ms Kristalina Georgieva, European Commissioner for International Cooperation, Humanitarian Aid 
and Crisis Response, said:  "As I follow news from a region of the world I know particularly well, I 
was sad to see the devastation caused by the major quake of 4th September. As Prime Minister Key 
said, 'it's a miracle nobody was killed'. This is also a testament to the preparedness of New 
Zealanders, and the good work of its emergency management and civil defence systems, which 
secured the wellbeing of Canterbury's inhabitants and is restoring its city, Christchurch, to life. I 
appreciate how the New Zealand authorities have shouldered the need to meet their own disaster 
relief and reconstruction challenges. And I admire the New Zealanders' resolve in reconstructing 
their cities. In the light of the material damage suffered by New Zealanders, I convey not only the 
EU's sympathy, but also our solidarity with you." [read more] 

State of the Union address 2010

European Commission President José Manuel Barroso set out his 
strategic plans for the EU over the next year in his State of the Union 
speech to the European Parliament.  “My message to each and every 
European is that you can trust the European Union to do what it takes 
to secure your future,” he said.  The EU’s economic outlook is better 
than one year ago and is improving, President Barroso told 
Parliament.  Growth will be higher than forecast. Unemployment was 
no longer increasing.   "But our work is not finished,” he added. “We 

must accelerate our reform agenda.” 
 
Over the next 12 months the Commission plans to bring forward new legislation on improved 
economic governance in the EU, job skills, tackling poverty and exclusion, cutting red tape for 
small businesses and removing obstacles to trading on the EU’s single market.  In parallel to 
delivering the address to the European Parliament, President Barroso addressed a letter to the 
Members of the European Parliament which elaborates on these themes and outlines the European 
Commission's next Work Programme. [read more]

Marie Curie Actions: Record number of applications for EU research 
grants 

Nearly 5 000 researchers have applied for EU-funded Marie Curie 
fellowship grants this year, an increase of 20% on last year and 70% 
on 2008. Around 800 fellowships worth a total of €150 million will be 
granted to researchers working on projects of up to three years in 
another country. 
  
From 'the blues of coral reefs' project at UQ and Heron Island, 

Queensland, to defining 'green' for eco-friendly products, Australian researchers have been 
involved in Marie Curie Actions.  Research on marine waves and coastal processes has been a focus 
for Dr Kevin Parnell from the James Cook University in Townsville, who spent three months as a 
Senior Fellow in Tallinn, Estonia. "I was able to foster collaborations in a part of the world where 
it is uncommon for Australians to conduct research.   I am now applying the knowledge I gained to 
Australia and New Zealand, where issues related to vessel wakes in confined coastal waters remain. 
  It also led to my undertaking further collaborative projects in Estonia." said Dr Parnell.  To read 
about these projects and more, visit Marie Curie Actions: Inspiring Researchers 
  
More than 15 000 researchers have received Marie Curie individual fellowships since their 
introduction in 1990. Researchers with a PhD or at least four years of research experience can apply 
for a fellowship. The fellowships are also open to top researchers from outside the EU who want to 
carry out research in Europe. For more information about Marie Curie Actions, including how and 
when to apply: http://ec.europa.eu/research/mariecurieactions/

EU revises laws to better protect animals used in scientific experiments

The European Parliament has voted to revise legislation on animals used for scientific purposes. 
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The revised legislation, first proposed by the European Commission in 2008, will strengthen the 
protection of animals still needed for research and safety testing. The new Directive will also play a 
significant role in minimising the number of animals used in experiments, and require alternatives 
to be used where possible, whilst ensuring a level playing field for EU industry and enhancing the 
quality of research conducted in the EU.  The use of non-human primates is subject to restrictions, 
and the new Directive introduces a ban on the use of great apes in scientific procedures unless the 
survival of the species itself is at stake. [read more]

REACH: Last call for companies to register chemicals

The Commission reminds companies that they must register the most widely used or most 
dangerous chemicals by the deadline of 30 November this year, less than 12 weeks from now. 
Registration is one of the milestones of REACH, the EU Regulation on chemicals and their safe use 
Companies are also reminded that they must notify the Classification and Labelling of their 
chemicals to European Chemicals Agency (ECHA) by 3 January next year. [read more] 

Ensuring women's participation in peace and security

Catherine Ashton, High Representative for Foreign Affairs and 
Security Policy/Vice President of the European Commission, and 
Steven Vanackere, Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign 
Affairs of Belgium, co-hosted a high-level conference in Brussels on 
10 September to mark the tenth anniversary of UN Security Council 
Resolution 1325 on Women's Participation in Peace and Security and 
called for its full and speedy implementation.  

Catherine Ashton said: "UN Security Council Resolution 1325 
underlined the importance of women's equal participation and full 
involvement in all efforts for the maintenance and promotion of peace 
and security. However, 10 years down the road, this commitment has 
not yet been fulfilled." [read more]

Croatia makes progress towards EU accession

Viviane Reding, Vice-President of the European Commission 
responsible for Justice, Fundamental Rights and Citizenship on 10 
September spoke at a conference in Zagreb, Croatia, saying "I am glad 
that Croatia has made steady progress in the field of justice and 
fundamental rights in recent months.  However, many (minorities) still 
face problems.  Croatia needs to continue to foster a spirit of 
tolerance, among others towards persons belonging to the Serb 

minority.  The Roma minority still face difficult living conditions.  Many challenges remain in the 
areas of education, social protection, health care and employment."  Commissioner Reding said 
that Croatia has a place in the EU, and with progress against corruption and organised crime, will 
fulfil the benchmarks to close Chapter 23 (judiciary and fundamental rights), bringing the country a 
step closer to membership of the European Union.  [read more] 
  
caption: Jadranka Kosor, Prime Minister of Croatia, and Viviane Reding, Vice-President of the 
European Commission  

HR/VP Ashton welcomes important step forward for Serbia and Kosovo

Catherine Ashton, High Representative of the European Union for Foreign Affairs and Security 
Policy and Vice-President of the European Commission, warmly welcomed the adoption in New 
York of the UNGA resolution on the International Court of Justice opinion on Kosovo. 
  
"The adoption of the resolution is an important step forward for the future of both Serbia and  
Kosovo.   Now dialogue can start between Pristina and Belgrade in a positive manner, and I look 
forward to all parties continuing to be constructive and forward looking.  The EU, as I have already 
announced, offers to facilitate this dialogue in order to promote cooperation, achieve progress on 
the path to Europe and improve the lives of the people. The process of dialogue in itself will be a 
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factor for peace, security and stability in the region." said HR/VP Ashton. [read more] 

9 out of 10 Europeans express steadfast support for development aid 
A survey 'Europeans, development aid and the Millennium Development Goals' aims to gauge the 
public commitment in Europe to development aid in view of the on-going economic crisis and in 
the light of the upcoming High Level Meeting on the Millennium Development Goals in New York 
on 20-22 September. The Summit will examine progress towards the attainment of the UN poverty 
eradication initiative known as Millennium Development Goals: an initiative to which all EU 
Member States have committed.  Main results of the survey show that 89% of Europeans find 
development aid very important or fairly important. European support for increasing development 
aid remains high at 64%. Exactly half of the respondents believe EU should honour the EU 
commitment to increase aid and 14% would even go beyond this.  [read more] 

European economy 
EU interim forecast: Recovery progressing in an uncertain global environment .  The economic 
recovery in the EU has gained ground of late. GDP growth in the second quarter of 2010 was 
particularly strong, and more balanced towards domestic demand than previously anticipated. While 
activity is still expected to moderate in the second half of the year, the outlook is for a slightly 
improved quarterly profile compared to the spring forecast, due to the spill-over of some 
momentum from the second quarter. For 2010 as a whole, real GDP growth is now projected at 
1.8% in the EU and 1.7% in the euro area, a sizeable upward revision. The recovery remains fragile 
however, with uncertainty high and developments across Member States uneven. The Commission's 
inflation forecast for 2010 is broadly unchanged since the spring, at 1.8% in the EU and 1.4% in the 
euro area. [read more] 

Eurostat Yearbook 2010 
How have the changes in European society affected marriage rates and the proportion of births 
outside marriage over the last twenty years? How much does government spend as a proportion of 
GDP, and how is this spending split between social protection, health and education? What are the 
recent developments in lifelong learning? The answers to these questions and to many more can be 
found in the 14th edition of the Eurostat yearbook. Europe in figures – Eurostat yearbook 2010 
presents a comprehensive selection of the available statistical data at Eurostat, together with 
explanatory text. The yearbook may be viewed as an introduction to EU statistics and provides 
guidance to the vast range of data freely available from the Eurostat website and its online 
databases. [read more] 

EU tube: Marine Knowledge 2020

Marine data and observation for smart and sustainable growth.  We 
cannot begin to forecast the future behaviour of our seas and oceans 
unless we understand the past. The aim of EU's "marine knowledge 
2020" initiative is to transform Europe's fragmented activities for 

observing the sea into an integrated coherent package that increases efficiency for marine and 
maritime professionals from industry, public authorities and academia, that encourages innovation 
and that reduces our present uncertainty as to what is happening beneath the sea surface.   [view 
video] 

see EUtube

Academic news and events 

ANU Centre for European Studies, Research School of Humanities and the Arts, ANU College of 
Arts & Social Sciences present The Limits of Refugee Law – A European Perspective.  Refugee 
policy is a highly politicised and sensitive issue in contemporary Europe. Complicated by the 
dramatic expansion of the European Union, attempts to harmonise refugee law through a common 
asylum policy have met with mixed success. For those who fall outside the refugee definition, a 
connected ‘complementary protection’ mechanism has been adopted that is still in its infancy. 
Drawing upon their recent research, Professor Guy Goodwin-Gill of Oxford University will 
consider the meaning of the right to asylum in the European Union, and Associate Professor Jane 
McAdam of UNSW will examine the issues of individual risk, armed conflict and the standard of 
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proof in complementary protection claims across the EU. 6:00 PM Wednesday 29 September 2010, 
Sir Roland Wilson Building 120, The Australian National University. Enquiries Phone: 6125 9896.  
RSVP by 27 September 2010 to Europe@anu.edu.au 

Criminal Justice Cooperation: Comparing European, United States, Asia-Pacific and 
Australian Approaches. 4 and 5 October 2010, University of Canberra.  International 
conference.  More information from http://www.canberra.edu.au/faculties/law/crossing-
borders-conference  

CESAA Europe Essay Competition 2010.  The CESAA Essay Competition facilitates greater 
awareness of developments in European affairs, thereby promoting a closer cooperation between 
Australia and the European Union.  Applications close 15 October 2010. More information : 
http://www.cesaa.org.au/forms/2010/EssayCompflyer2010.pdf 

Go8 European Fellowships - call for applications.   The Fellowships are open to early career 
researchers from Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, 
Romania, Slovakia and Croatia.  Each fellow receives benefits worth $20,000 to travel to Australia 
in 2011 and work at a Go8 (Group of 8) university for up to six months.  Applications close 22 
October 2010. Further information from: http://www.go8.edu.au/university-staff/programs-a-
fellowships/63-go8-european-fellowships 

The International Association for the Exchange of Students for Technical Experience 
(IAESTE) arranges overseas work experience opportunities for university students studying degrees 
in engineering, science, and technology related disciplines.  Paid professional traineeships are 
available in over 80 countries and range from 2-12 months.  weblink: 
http://www.swin.edu.au/iaeste/ 

Upcoming cultural events

HIJACKED 2 Australian and German Photography Exhibition, Australian National University 
- School of Art Gallery, Canberra, until 25 September 2010. Tuesday - Friday 10.30 am - 5.00 pm, 
Saturday Noon - 5.00 pm. further information 

NETS - an exhibition project spanning the textile departments of the Australian National 
University, Canberra, Novia University of Applied Arts, Finland, the University of Cumbria, UK, 
and their associated communities of graduates and artists.  Until 30 September 2010.  School of 
Arts and Social Sciences, Building 105, Ellery Crescent, Actin.  Tel: (02) 6125 5841 
sofagallery@anu.edu.au http://www.soa.anu.edu.au 

Two German Architectures: 1949 – 1989, Exhibition, 30 September 2010 - 23 October 2010, 
Gallery of Australian Design in Canberra. further information 

Schrebergarten Exhibition until 30 September 2010, Goethe-Institut Australien, Melbourne. Free 
entry.  further information 

The German Embassy, The ANU Centre for European Studies, and The Institute of Professional 
Practice, Heritage and the Arts invite you to a public lecture on Thursday 7 October 2010, 12 noon 
to 2pm: Nefertiti, the Permanent Representative of Egypt in Germany – Cultural Heritage and 
the Global Dialogue.   Speaker:  Professor Dietrich Wildung.  Venue: Sir Roland Wilson Building 
Theatrette, Building 120, Australian National University. RSVP: Europe@anu.edu.au by 5 October 

Melbourne Winter Masterpieces: European Masters Städel Museum, 19th-20th Century 
Exhibition. until 10 October 2010, National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne, further information 

Henk van Leeuwen, in association with the Embassy of Finland, presents Pianist Paavali 
Jumppanen from Finland: “Fresh and exciting playing, immense power and an extraordinary 
range of colors.”   Concert on Tuesday 26 October 2010 at 6.00 pm at the Embassy of Finland, 12 
Darwin Avenue, Yarralumla. Program: Mozart Sonata in B-Flat Major K 281, Four Preludes by 
Jouni Kaipainen (Finland), Beethoven Sonata in f-minor op 57 "Appassionata". Seating is limited so 
early booking is essential.  All tickets are $25. Please book by email ewa.walczuk@formin.fi or by 
phone: (02) 6253 7901. Tickets are to be paid for and collected before the concert.  
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Berliner Philharmoniker at Perth Concert Hall, Saturday 13 and Sunday 14 November, 2010, 
conducted by Sir Simon Rattle.  The Perth Theatre Trust and the Perth Concert Hall World 
Orchestra Series continues in 2010 with the inaugural Australian tour of the Berliner 
Philharmoniker.  Recognised as the world's greatest orchestra, this is a once in a lifetime 
opportunity to hear these historic premier performances in Australia’s finest acoustics.  More 
information www.aegogdenperth.com.au

More events

European Union Delegation: publications available online

The following publications are available from our website.  If, however, 
you would like to receive hard copies of any of these publications, please 

send an email to delegation-australia@ec.europa.eu specifiying the name 
of the publication(s) and the number you would like to receive. 
 
Study in Europe 2010 
Key Facts 2010 

EU Insight: Education  
EU Insight: Lisbon Treaty 
European Union Australia Partnership Framework 
EU Insight: Climate change  
EU Insight: Economic relationship 

For more information on the items covered in news@eu, contact Roger Camilleri +61 2 6271 2744 
roger.camilleri@ec.europa.eu or Jan Skorich +61 2 62712747 jan.skorich@ec.europa.eu .  

 
While the Commission aims to keep its network free from viruses, you are strongly encouraged to check 
this email and any attachments to it for viruses, as the Commission accepts no responsibility with regard 

to any computer virus transferred by way of this email.
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